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THE APPLICATION OF DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING TO THE 
DESCRIPTION' AND OPTIMAL CONTROL OF 

DYNAMIC PROCESSES 

INTRODUCTION 

Rapid advancement in technology carries with it an engin e e er-

ing demand for improved controllers . Little improvement can be ex -

pected if stability continues to be emphasized by employing lin e ar 

synthesis techniques. Rather, techniques are required whi c h em-

phasize optimality. The mathematical theory of dynamic prog ram-

ming satisfies this requirement. 

It is the purpose of this report to apply the theory of dynami c 

programming to the synthesis of optimal controllers, with special 

emphasis to missile flight control systems. The intent is to sho w 

that this theory copes with the time dependence, nonlinearities, and 

random aspects which characterize the missile field. 

The name "Dynamic Programming" was coined by Bellman 

[3J to describe the mathematical theory of multi-stage decision proc -

esses. These processes are dynamic since they evolve with time . 

They have a programming context since their evaluation can be con -

trolled by a sequence of decisions. All feedback control processes 

are of this type. For example, the function of a guidance computer 

is to carry out a sequence of decisions which minimize a terminal 

miss distance. The determination of an optimal sequence of decisions 

presents a problem which can be profitably discussed in terms of 

dynamic programming. 
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The material presented is divided into four chapters. 

In the first chapter th e basic concepts and terminology of 

dynamic programming are introduced. The theory is used to deter -

mine optimal control for a simple first order system subject to input 

limiting. The theory leads quite naturally to a mode of control com

monly referred to as bistable control. The problem is solved by two 

formulations : the discrete and the continuous. The discrete formu-

lation gives insight into the role the digital computer can play as a 

tool for synthesis . The continuous formulation caters to common 

prejudice toward analytic solution . Following this, a stochastic ver

sion of the same system is considered in order to indicate the broad 

scope of the theory . 

The second chapter presents an abstract formulation of both 

descriptive and control processes. Their distinction lies in the ab

sence or presence of control decisions. The discussion of descrip-

tive processes leads to the theory of invariant imbedding and the dis -

cussion of control processes, to the theory of dynamic programming. 

In the discussion the functional equations which describe 

general processes are deduced. These equations embody all the 

functional equations used throughout the text. 

Chapter III treats the solution of trajectory problems. First 

a descriptive process which yields to analytic solution is considered 

in detail. The problem is to determine the range from an arbitrary 
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state to impact arising from the ballistic flight of a missile subject 

only to a parallel gravitational field . This problem is solved by two 

methods. The first method treats the problem in terms of three state 

variable s w ith time as the independent variable . The second method 

treats it in terms of two state variables with altitude as the indeperid-

ent variable. 

The second method of solution provides a model for the treat -

men t of a trajectory control problem. It is shown how fo determine 

the optimal launch angle and angle of attack program to maximize 

the range of a missile, subject to prescribed terminal conditions on 

altitude and velocity . Under suitable assumptions concerning time 

dependence the problem can be solved by a discrete formulation which 

employs two state variables. Thus the method is readily handled by 

present day digital computers. In the formulation presented, as many 

constraints as are necessary to realistically describe the process are 

welcomed. Furthermore, nonlinear aerodynamic characteristics 

cause no trouble. 

In the final chapter the subject of terminal guidance is ap-

proached in terms of dynamic programming. This leads to a very 

simple ma x imum effort type control policy. The sign of the control 

force is determined by the sign of extrapolated miss distance . As a 

consequence, control can be implemented so that a missile will seek 

a low drag ballistic trajectory terminating at intercept. It is 
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necessary to incorporate in the extrapolated miss distance only 

knowledge of the gravitational force acting on the missile and knowl

edge of the missile's axial accelerations. The chief advantage of 

this type of navigation is that it minimizes needless maneuvers and 

eliminates error early in flight. 

At present the class of problems that can be handled by 

dynamic programming is limited primarily by available computer 

memory size. As computer technology increases computer capacity, 

so will the usefulness of dynamic programming be increased. 



CHAPTER I 

CONTROL OF A SIMPLE DYNAMIC PROCESS 

1. 0 Introductidn 

In this section the theory of dynamic programming will be 

introduced by means of its application to a simple control process. 

By relating basic concepts and terminology to a particular problem 

it is hoped that these concepts will be more readily understood . 

Consider as an example a process whose scalar output y(t) 

satisfies the following differential equation: 

5 

iY + ay = r(t) + f(t) 
dt 

( 1- 1) 

y(O) = C . 

Here f(t) is a forcing function through which control is exerted, 

r(t) is a random function of time such as noise, a is a constant , 

and C is the initial condition. It is assumed that the system equa-

tion is time independent. To make the process realistic the solution 

will be subject to the restraint 

( 1- 2) 
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where L is a constant. 

The problem is to choose f(t) so as to minimize the devia-

tion of y(t) from zero over some time interval (0, T). Once f(t) 

is known it will be shown that a controller can be implemented. The 

system is illustrated in Figure 1. 

zero 
reference 

r(t) 

Figure 1. 

+ 

+ s y(t) 

f (t ) 

Controller 

A Simple Control Process. 

Three special cases of this problem can be considered. The 

first case is the deterministic problem for which r(t) = 0, the sec-

ond case is the stochastic process for which the statistical nature of 

r(t) is known, and the third case is an adaptive process where the 

statistical properties of r(t) are unknown. The first two cases 

will be considered here. The adaptive case is discussed in the 

literature [ 10] • 

The dynamic programming technique can be considered in 

two forms, the discrete and the continuous. The discrete formulation 



is emphasized here because of its adaptability to solution by digital 

computers. Although the problem considered here is simple and 

yields to analytic solution, many problems will demand use of a 
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computer. Both discrete and continuous techniques will be present e d 

for comparison. 

1. 1. The Deterministic Process 

For the deterministic problem, the system is described by 

with the constraint 

~ + ay = f(t) 
dt 

( 1-3) 

( 1-4) 

In order to determine how well the system performs it is 

necessary to choose some measure of error, J(f) . The measure 

chosen here will be the integrated absolute value of error defined by 

T 
J(f) = s ly(t)ldt, 

0 
f = f(t). 

Many different measures of error might have been chosen. The 

prime concern is to choose f(t) to minimize the value of J(f). 

(1-5) 
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1.-1..1 The Discrete Formulation 

The system may now be expressed in discrete form. It is 

assumed that the controller's knowledge of the variable y(t) arrives 

via discrete sampling of the continuous process. Further assume that 

sampling is uniform and occurs every b. seconds until Nb. = T, 

where N is an integer. The derivative of y(t) at time kb. may 

be approximated by 

~~ 
dt 

(1-6) 

and the system equation may be put in the difference equation form 

(1-7) 

= C 

< L. 

Here k = 0, 1, 2, · · • , N - 1; C is the initial value of the variable y; 

and fk is the value of f at the k th sampling instant. In dis -

crete form equation ( 1- 5) becomes 

N -1 

JN(fk) = 2, I yk I A, 

k=O 

(1-8) 

The terminology introduced now is consistent with Bellman's [ 3] and 



is used throughout. 

JN(fk) is called the criterion function since it defines the 

process goal. A "policy" is any rule for making decisions which 

yields an allowable sequence 

9 

( 1 -9) 

It is very basic and important to any programming procedure 

that if an optimal policy is employed, the value of JN (fk) can be an 

explicit function only of C and N . This leads to the definition of 

the auxiliary functional 

k=O,l,···,N, (1-10) 

where the minimization is taken over all permissible sequences {fk}. 

To determine the optimal policy, a technique basic to 

dynamic programming is employed. The original problem is im

bedded in a more general problem with an arbitrary number of stages 

n and an arbitrary initial condition y. Accordingly, F (y) is 
n 

defined as 

F (y) = 
n 

k=O,l,···,n. 

F (y) is interpreted as the n-stage return o,r the n-stage cost 
n 

(1-11) 
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trising from an optimal policy and an initial state y. 

The problem is now contained in the following equations: 

n-1 

F n ( y) = Min I I y k I Do , 

k=O 

n=l,z, ... ,N, (1-12) 

To arrive at a solution first consider a one-stage process. 

For all values of the initial condition y, 

( 1- 14) 

This is true since the result of an initial decision f is not apparent 

until the beginning of the second stage. 

To treat the (n+l)-stage process assume knowledge of the 

n- stage return and reason as follows. Regardless of the initial choice 

of f 0 , the remaining decisions must be optimal with respect to the 

new state y. arising from the initial condition. The n-stage re-
1 

turn is F (y[D-] ), which has been assumed known for any state 
n 

However, f 0 is not chosen arbitrarily but is chosen to mini-

mize the (n+ 1)-stage return. The mathematical statement of this 

argument is 

F ntl (y) n = 1,2,3,· .. ,N. (1-15) 
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Here I YI 6. is the incremental return arising from the first stage 

and F (y[6.]) is the return arisin g from th e r e maining n stages . 
n 

From the system equation (1 - 13) y(6.) is , 

(1-16) 

Thus : 

F 1 ( y) = Min [ I y I 6. + F ( y + [ f 0 - a y] 6.)] 
nt !fl< L n 

n= 1,2,3," · ,N, 

(1-17) 

and 

Fl(y) = !YID. . (1-18) 

Equations (1-17) and (1-18) provide an iterative computation 

for F N(y) and yield the sequence of optimal decisions . Note that 

the bracketed expression is the return for an arbitrary initial decision 

f 0 and an optimal policy thereafter. The minimization with respect 

to f 0 guarantees that the (n+ 1)-stage return is optimal. 

To carry out the computations begin with the 2-stage process : 

F 2 ( y) = Min [ I y I 6. + F 1 ( y + [ f - a y] 6.)] (1-19) 

(1-20) 

But it has already been determined that F 1 (y) = I y I 6.; hence, 

!YI 6.t Min I [y+ (f-ay)6.] 16.. 

ifi<L 
(1-21) 
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The minimizing value of f satisfies 

f = -L sgn y, (1-22) 

or 

f = -y( 1- a!:!.)/ b., I Y I ( 1 - a I:!.) - L ~ 0 . ( 1- 23) 

It follows that 

2 
F 2 (y) = IYl(l+[l-a!:!.] !:!.-LI:!. , jyj(l - al:!.)-L!:!.~O (1-24) 

or 

I YI (1-al:!.)-Ll:!.~ 0. (1-24) 

Now the 3-stage return may be computed . Depending upon 

the value of I y I , three possibilities exist . 

2 
IYl(l-al:!.)-Ll:!.> IYl(l-al:!.) -L!:!.(l+[l-a!:!.] )~O; 

( 1 - 25) 

2 
I y I ( 1 - a I:!.) - LI:!. > 0 > I y I ( 1 - a I:!.) - LI:!.( l+ [ 1 - a I:!.] ) ; 

F3(y) = IYI!:!., 

0 > IYl(l-al:!.)-Ll:!.> IYl(l-al:!.) 2 -L!:!.(l+[l-a!:!.]). 

The solut i on for the n-stage process can be expressed by a 

recurrence relation. Begin by postulating that 
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k<n (1-26) 

where k is determined from the inequalities 

and R., S., V., andU . are independent of y for all i. It has 
1 1 1 1 

been shown that the assumption is true for n = 1, 2, and 3. It will 

be shown that it is true . for the (ntl)-stage process; hence, the re-

s ult will follow by induction. 

First determine recurrence relations for U and V . 
n n 

Assume the inequalities are valid and write 

I y + (-Lsgny - ay)~I U -L~V 
m m 

( 1- 28) 

Thus 

(1-29) 

where 

U = ( 1-a~)U 
mtl m 

(1-30) 

V = V + U 
m+l m m 

(1-31) 
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The inequality is certainly true for m = 1 with 

U 1 = 1-a~, 

By induction the inequality holds for all m . 

Using these recurrence relations Uk and Vk can be con

structed for k = 2, 3, • • • , n. Of special interest is the value of k 

for which 

(1-32) 

This value of k depends upon the magnitude of y . 

To determine recurrence relations for Rk and Sk write 

F n+ 1 (y) = Min [ / y / ~ + F ( y+ [f - a y] ~)] 
/f/~L n 

= Min [/f/~+ (/y+[f-ay] ~/Rk-LSk)~] 

/f/~ L 

Carrying out this minimization over f gives 

for 

for 

(1-33) 

( 1-3 4) 

(1-35) 
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Equation ( 1-35) corresponds to the special case k = 1 if 

Hence, equation (1-35) can be used as a starting 

point for calculating R 
m 

and S 
m 

The recurrence relations for R and S are derived 
m m 

simply by induction. These are 

R = 1 + (l-a6)R 
m+l m 

(1-36) 

= V m+l ' 

s = s +R 6 (1-37) 
m+l m m 

m 

= 6 I V . 
1 

i= 1 

It is easy to verify that equations ( 1-3 4) through ( 1-37) yield 

the proper solutions for the 1, 2, and 3 -stage process. By induction 

the solution can be extended to the n-stage process. 

In Appendix I this will be demonstrated with a numerical 

example . 

It is interesting to note that the optimal policy depends only 

on y and not upon Rk or Sk. In fact, at any stage the problem 

is just that of the 2-stage process whose solution was given by 

equations (1-22) and (1-23), or 
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f = -L sgn y, jy I ( 1- a y )-Lt. ~ 0 ; (1-38) 

f = -y(l-at.)/b, , I YI (1 - ay)-Lt..::5_ 0 . (1-39) 

Since the optimal policy at each s ta g e is independent of pre -

vious policies, it is fairly straightforward to implement this policy. 

An implementation is shown in F i gure 2. 

+~ f fk + y(t) 

-=- -L 

1-at. 
Slope -t,-

Sampler 

Sampling 
Inter v al 

Figure 2 . Optimal Control of the Deterministic Process, 
r (t) = 0 . 

1.1. 2 The Continuous Formulation 

If the sample interval in the discrete case approaches zero, 

the continuous case is approached. In Figure 2 the slope of the 

limiter characteristic approaches infinity and the result is an ideal -

ized bistable controller. 

The continuous formulation can be demonstrated by 
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proceeding in a manner parallel to that of the discrete formulation. 

Instead of the discrete criterion function, consider its continuous 

counterpart, 

T 
J(f) = r ly(t)ldt, 

J 0 
f = f(t). ( 1-40) 

The minimum value of J(f) is a function only of the initial state y 

and the duration of the process T. To emphasize this fact the 

auxiliary functional is defined as 

T 
F ( y, t) = Min S I y ( t) I d t , 

if l(t) ~ L 0 

(1-41) 

where the minimizing f(t) is specified over the whole interval 

(0, T). Thus, F(y, T) is the return over the interval (0, T) if the 

system starts in the state y and if an optimal policy is employed 

throughout. 

Equation ( 1-41) can be rewritten as follows: 

t:,. 

F(y, T) = Min [l ly(t)ldt + 
I f(t) I< L 0 

T s ly(t)ldt] 
t:,. 

( 1-42) 

The choice of f(t) over the interval (0, t:.) transforms the 

initial state y into a new state y(t:.). The problem at this point is 

the same as the original problem. Starting in the new state y(t:.) 

at time t:. an optimal policy is to be determined over the interval 
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(b., T). Since the system equation is time independent this is equiva-

lent to starting in the state y(b.) at time zero and determining the 

optimal policy over the interval ( 0, T - b.). 

If an optimal policy is employed over the remaining interval, 

then by definition of the return function, 

It follows that 

T 
F(y[b.] ,T-b.) = ~ ly(t)ldt . 

b. 

b. 

F(y, T) = Min [ Y
0

1y(t)!dt+ F(y[b.], T-b.)], 
f(t) 

where the minimization is taken only over the interval (0, b.). 

( 1 - 43) 

( 1-44) 

Let b. be a very small increment of time, then to a first 

order approximation, 

F ( y, T) = Min [ I y I b. + F ( y + [ f - a y] b., T - b.)] 

lfl <L 

( 1-45) 

where y(b.) has been defined from the system equation. On the as -

sumption that F(y, T) has continuous first partial derivatives, 

F(y+[f-ay] b., T-b.) can be expanded in a Taylor Series about the state 

(y, T). Thus, 

F(y, T) = Min [ I YI b. + F(y, T)+(f-ay)b.F -b.F T+0(b.)] 
lfl ~L y 

( 1-46) 



where 

and 

F = 8F/ 8y, 
y 

and 0(6) contains higher order terms in 6 . Since F(y, T) is 

not a function of f it is unaffected by the minimization and can be 

subtracted from both sides of equation (1-46). Dividing through by 

6 and taking the limit as 6 approaches zero gives 
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Min [JyJ + (f-ay)F -FT]= 0. (1-47) 

if I.:: L Y 

Here the bracketed expression is being minimized and the result set 

equal to zero. The solution of this nonlinear partial differential 

equation(l-47)must satisfy the boundary condition 

F(y,0) = 0. 

Thus, a property of the optimal policy may immediately be 

deduced. It is obvious that the minimizing f satisfies 

f = -L sgn F , 
y 

F =f 0. 
y 

( 1-48) 

I£ F = 0 then f is arbitrary. Thus, an alternative form for 
y 

equation ( 1-47) is 

JyJ-ayF -LJF J-F = 0 y y T 
( 1- 49) 

F(y,0) = 0 
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The solution of this equation yields F(y, T) and the zero crossings 

of F . 
y 

Now proceed as follows. Consider the regions in which the 

signs of y and F 
y 

are invariant. In each region solve for 

F(y, T) . The complete solution is obtained by matching the conditions 

at regional boundaries. For high order linear systems this procedure 

is very difficult to carry out manually, but the present example causes 

no difficulty. 

Consider the case y > 0 and F > 0. 
y 

ential equation ( 1-49) takes the form 

y -(L+ay)F y - FT = 0 , 

F(y,0) = 0. 

The partial differ -

(1 -5 0) 

The solution to ( 1-50) can be obtained by the method of characteristics 

[ 6] . First convert the equation to its associated system of ordinary 

equations : 

dt = dy I (L+ay)J ::: d F/y, y > 0, F > 0. 
y 

The first two terms yield an equation whose general solution is 

T - ln ( L+ a y) / a = C l . 

The second two terms yield 

(1-51) 

(1-52) 
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(1-53) 

These two independent integrals represent two families of integral 

surfacesof(l-47). Forfixedvaluesof c 1 and c 2 thetwosur

faces intersect to give a characteristic curve in 3-space. 

If arbitrary functional dependence is permitted then 

( 1-54) 

and the locus of the intersections generates a surface in 3 -space which 

is an integral surface of equation ( 1-50). It follows then that the gene -

ral solution is 

F+(L/a 2)Jn (L+ay)-y/a = G('J'-Jn [L+ay] /a) . (1-55) 

The functional form of G can be determined by employing 

the boundary condition F(y, 0) = 0 in equation ( 1-55). This yields 

G(-Jn ·[L+ay]/a) = (L/a 2)Jn ·(L+ay) - y/a. (1-56) 

If x = - Jn (L+ay)/a, 

(1-57) 

It follows that 

- aT / / 2 -aT F(y,T) = y(l-e ) a+ (La )(1-aT-e ). (1-58) 
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The region in which this solution is valid is defined by y > 0 and 

F > 0, where 
y 

-aT / F = ( 1-e ) a . 
y 

(1-59) 

Note that F > 0 for all T > 0 and by definition of F(y, T), 
y 

FT.::::_ 0. Since 

-aT / -aT 
FT = ye -(L a)(l-e ) ( 1-60) 

it is deduced that O _::: T < T O, where 

T 0 = ln(l+ay/L)/a. (1-61) 

The case where y < 0 and F < 0 can be treated in the 
y 

same manner . For this case equation ( 1-47) has the form 

-y + (L-ay)F -F = 0 , 
y T 

F(y, 0) = 0 . 

The solution to equation ( 1-62) is 

-aT / / 2 -aT F(y,T) = -y(l-e ) a+(L a )(1-aT-e ) , 

and 

-aT / F = -( 1-e ) a , 
y 

T / -aT FT = - ye-a -(L a)(l-e ) 

(1-62) 

(1-63) 

( 1-64) 

(1-65) 
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To satisfy FT > 0 it is required that O :::_ T :::_ T 0 , where 

T O = ln ( 1-ay/ L)/ a . (1-66) 

The cases y > 0, F < 0 and y < 0, 
y 

F > 0 do not 
y 

have valid solutions since the sign constraints ·on y and F 
y 

can-

not be satisfied simultaneously . This must be since the two cases 

considered exhaust all non-zero values of y and F. 
y 

If the two sets of valid solutions are ob$erved, it is seen that 

the complete solution satisfies 

I I -aT / / 2 -aT F(y, T) = y (1-e ) a -(La )(e +aT-1) 

where 

The optimal policy is 

f = -L sgnF 
y 

-aT / = - L s gn [ ( 1 - e ) s gn ( y a)] 

for O :::_ T :::_TO . This simplifies to 

f = -L sgn y, t /: 0, y f: 0, 

and if T = 0 or y = 0, f may be defined equal to zero. 

(1-67) 

( 1- 68) 

(1-69) 
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There remains the case T > T 0 . Since FT = 0 by neces -

sity the solution is simply 

and the same optimal policy is in force . 

Note that the solution (1-67) has the form of equation (1-26) . 

Thus 

(1-70) 

and 

/ 2 -aT 
LSk ~ (La )(e +aT-1) . (1-71) 

The two solutions are compared numerically in Appendix I. 

1. 2 A Stochastic Version 

with 

and 

Consider again the system described by 

~ dt + ay = r(t) + f{t) 

y{O) = 0, 

1£{t) I < L, 

(1-72) 

where r{t) is a stationary random disturbance. It is assumed that 

r(t) has a known distribution function P(r) which is illustrated by 
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the smooth curve in Figure 3. The value of P(r 0 ) is the probability 

that r lies in the interval 

P(r) 

k 1 m n 

Figure 3. Distribution Function for r(t). 

I 

Suppose that at some time t the system state is y and a 

decision f is to be made. Because of the presence of r(t) the 

controller does not know exactly which new state y(t.) arises after 

a time interval t. following the decision. To render the problem 

formulation tractable assume that after the decision is made and be-

fore the next stage, y(t.) is known to the controller. Assume also 

that system performance is measured in terms of some average value 

of the criterion function. This will be called the expected return. 

If P(r) is a smooth f4nction it can be expressed as 

dP(r) = p(r)dr , 

, ' 
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where p(r) is the probability density function. Thus, p(r) acts 

as a weighting function and ·the integration is over all r. 

If the criterion function is 

T 
J(f) = s ly(t)ldt, 

0 

equation ( 1-17) can be modified to be 

(1-73) 

S+oo 
F(y,T) = Min [IYID.t F(y+[f-ay] .D-trD., T-D.)p(r)dr (1-74) 

If I .:: L - 00 

where F(y, T) is the expected return over the interval (0, T), 

starting in the state y and using an optimal policy . The first term 

of the bracketed expression is the incremental return in the small 

interval ( 0, D.). The integrand is the expected return over the re-

maining interval (D., T) if at time D. the disturbance has the value 

r. Thus, the integral is over r. 

To carry out the computation of equation (1-73) revert to the 

discrete formulation of the problem and write 

F (y) 
n 

too 

= Min [IYID.t S Fn_/y+[f-ayJD-trD.)p(r)dr, 
1£ I.:: L - 00 

( 1- 7 5) 

To perform the integration assume that r(t) can take on only dis -

crete values . Thus, the distribution function might be represented 



by the step form of Figure 3, in which the possible values of r(t) 

are k, 1, m, or n. Equation ( 1- 7 5) now takes on the form 
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F (y) = Min [ly/ t.+0 . 1 F 1(z+kt.)+O. 2F 1(z+P.t.) (1-76) 
n If J.::: L n- . . n-

where z = y+ (f-ay)t.. 

The iterative computation is of the type which generally can 

be carried out with ease by a digital computer. The more discrete 

values of r(t) that are chosen the better the continuous distribution 

will be approximated, but the more computation the computer must 

perform. Howev~r, these computations are simple and since the 

values of F n- l (y) are in high speed storage, they consume little 

time. 

Because of the similarity between (1-76) and the equations 

for both the discrete and the continuous cases, it is natural to suspect 

that the optimal policy is again a maximum effort type satisfying 

f = - Lsgn[y(l-at.)t'tt.], /y(l-at.)+':it./-Lt. > 0, (1-77) 

f = - [y( l-at.)+1t.] / t., 

where 1' 1s the expected value of r defined by 



'i' = Soo rp(r}dr 
-00 

In the limit as t:,. approaches 0 

f = -L sgn y, 

A f = - r , 

IYI > 0 

I Yi = 0 · 

It has been implicitly implied that r':?-1 < L . 
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(1-78} 

(1-79} 

If the assumptions made are valid, the controller illustrated 

in Figure 2 with I::,.= 0 can be employed here. When y = 0 feed

back automatically forces f to assume a time average value of -f?.. 

1. 3 Discussion 

The method of treating the preceding control process can be 

generalized in the following terms : 

a. Th er e exists a physical process which can be 

described at a particular stage (or sampling 

instant} by a number of state variables yk 

which comprise a s tate vector y. 

b. At each stage the controller must specify the 

value of one or more control variables fk 

which comprise a control vector f. 



c. The effect of a decision f is to transform the 

state vector y to a new state vector y(t.) 

at the beginning of the next stage. 

d. The decision is to be optimal in the sense that it is 

a member of a sequence of decisions which opti

mizes a given control criterion JN(f). 

The use of one control criterion has been demonstrated in 
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this section. For more difficult problems the choice of criterion 

function will generally influence the relative ease with which a solu

tion is obtained. 

At this point it seems appropriate to ask why this method of 

solution might be attractive. Some of the reasons are apparent al

ready. The prime reasons are : 

a. Given an N-stage process with Y state variables, 

the iterative technique reduces the single (NY)

dimensional problem to a sequence of N,Y -dimensional 

problems. This has the computational advantage of 

requiring less computer storage capacity. 

b. In solving a particular problem it is imbedded in a 

more general problem; thus, it is easier to deter

mine the important structural features of the solution 

l 



to the general problem. 

c. Problems which escape solution by any classical ap

proach because of their non-analytic structure gen 

erally yield to solution by the functional equation 

technique, unless they are too unwieldy from a 

computational viewpoint. 

d. If the optimal policy is not readily obtained, the 

functional equation generally provides a means for 

converging upon the optimal policy by means of 

successive approximations. 

e. A control function 1s specified as a function of the 

process variables, which are measurable. Thus, 

inherent in the solution are the specifications for 

the controller. 
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f. In synthesizing controllers the use of the functional equa

tion shifts the emphasis away from stability and toward 

optimality. Optimality automatically implie _s stability. 

Feedback is implicit in the · generation of optimal policies. 

g. In general, the presence of process constraints de

creases computational time because they narrow the 

permissible values of the control variables. 
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CHAPTER II 

AN ABSTRACT FORMULATION OF DYNAMIC PROCESSES 

2. 0 Introduction 

In this chapter abstract processes will be considered, and 

generalized functional equations will be deduced. The notion of 

causality is emphasized here since it is this notion which forms the 

basis for the derivation of functional equations. 

To elaborate, consider the treatment of the deterministic 

system in Chapter I. The assertion that the optimal value of the 

criterion function depends only on the initial state and the process 

duration is an assertion of causality. It cannot be denied that the 

treatment of the stochastic system had the same basis. By using 

statistical regularity it was possible to remove the random variable 

from the formulation and to replace it by its known properties. 

In the generalizations made, no distinction between linear 

and non~linear processes are made since the formalism incorporates 

both. 

The purpose or goal of a physical process will generally 

provide . the foundation for its description. With a physical process 

is associated a large number of variables whose values influence 

the goal of the process. These variables are quantities which can 
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be measured or as signed numerical val ties. For example, missile 

velocity is a variable whose interaction with a number of other sig

nificant variables influences miss distance. 

On the basis of observation and foresight all of the process 

variables which would seem to be significant are specified. These 

variables are divided into two subsets -- state variables and param

eters. The criterion for this division is the following: state vari

ables interact only with state variables, parameters interact with 

parameters and state variables. As an example, a change in angle 

of attack produces change in a missile's velocity vector but does not 

deflect its control surfaces or change its weight. On the other hand, 

a control surface deflection changes its angle of attack and the veloc

ity vector. It also changes the weight of the vehicle if the actuator 

fluid is spewed into the atmosphere. Thus, angle of a,ttack, velocity, 

and the variables dependent upon these quantities are state variables. 

Control surface deflection and weight are parameters. A detailed 

discussion of the distinction between state variables and parameters 

is presented in [3) . 

The choice of state variables defines the system. A vector 

whose components are the state variables is the II state vector 11 • 

Henceforth, a system state will mean a specific set of values of the 

components of the state vector. 

Once the state variables are selected the remaining variables 
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are assigned to a parameter subset. Parameters may be constant, 

variable, random, or adjustable. For example , control surface 

area is constant, local atmospheric density is variable, atmospheri c 

distortion of the input signal to a radar tracking system is random, 

and the angular deflection of a control surface is adjustable. 

The adjustable parameters are perhaps the most intere s ting 

since the act of changing their values changes the interdependence of 

the state variable. 

Among the state variables some are chosen and designated 

the system outputs. The outputs are closely associated with the goal 

of the process. System inputs are chosen and they also may be 

associated with the goal. Their properties are measured but they 

in no way are affected by the remaining state variables or the param -

eters. 

A parameter common to all dynamic processes is time. 

Since it plays a uniq1,1e role in the description of processes the 

dependence of the process variables on time is explicitly listed . 

It will be seen that time manifests itself as the number of stages 

rema1n1ng in a process. 

The existence or non-existence of variable parameters serves 

to classify processes into two types. These are respectively control 

processes and descriptive processes . In the work to follow, the 

functional equation technique is used to handle both types. This 
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technique applied to descriptive processes yields the theory of 

invariant imbedding; applied to control processes it yields the theory 

of dynamic programming. The designation of state variables and 

parameters is carried out in the following chapter where both a 

descriptive and a control process will be discussed. 

2. 1 Descriptive Processes 

The abstract formulation will begin with a descriptive process . 

Let a system be characterized by a state vector y. At discrete 

times a transform T (y) is applied, yielding a sequence of states 

= initial condition 

The nature of the transformation T(y) depends upon the parameters 

of the process and interaction of the state variables. 

It is apparent that the values of yN depend only upon the 

initial state y and the number of transformations N . This is 

expressed by writing yN = F n(y). Notice that the problem may be 

started in the state y and N transformations performed, or can 
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be started in the state and N-1 transformations performed, 

or it can be started in any state and (N -k) transformations 

performed. In any case the resulting state is yN. 

The causal relationship yields the basic functional equation 

n=l,2,···,N, 

( 2-1) 

which permits a recursive computation of yN. The verbal trans -

literation of equation ( 2-1) is the following: if the system is in 

the state y and n transformations are performed, the resultant 

state is y = F (y). After the fir st transformation the new state is 
n n 

T (y). Starting with this new state and performing (n-1) trans -

formations the resultant state is also y . 
n 

This can be demonstrated by employing equation ( 2 ,...1) recur-

sively to yield 

F (y) = F (T(y)) = F (T(T(y))) =· · ·=F (T(· · · T(y)· · · ). 
n n-1 n-2 0~ 

n (2-2) 

But F O (y) = y; hence 

(2-3) 

n n 

It follows that 
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F (T - · . T(y)· · · ) = T(T · · · T(y)· · ·) = y , 
n - k ~ ~ n 

k n 

(2-4) 

which is true by definition of the process . 

Th e following diagram (Figur e 4) demonstrates causality if 

the pro c ess is described by a single state variable y . Suppose that 

the initial condition at time t=O cau s es y(t) to assume the 

continuum of valu e s in Figure 4 . 

y 

t 
0 

Figure 4. Diagram Illustrating Causality. 

The value of y at t 1 can be expressed by y 1 (y 0 ) and 

the value of y at t 2 can be expressed by y 2 (y 0 ) . In doing so 

it is acknowledged that the initial condition and the time are sufficient 

to specify y. Now observe that if the system starts with the 



condition y 1 (y 0 ) at time t 1 , the value of y at t 2 1s 

y 2 (y 1(y 0 )) and this value must equal y 2 (y 0 ). 
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In summary, the original problem was to determine the 

resultant system state arising from a family of N transformations 

applied to a particular state vector. To solve this problem it was 

imbedded in a more general problem in which the initial state and 

the number of transformations are arbitrary. In this general prob

lem a single transformation maps the vector into itself. Thus this 

space is an invariant of the generalized process - - hence the name, 

invariant imbedding. 

2. 2 Control Processes 

In a control process adjustable parameters are given whose 

values must be chosen to optimize the performance of a suitably 

defined system with respect to a given criterion of optimality. This 

criterion is intimately associated with the goal of the process and is 

expressed by the criterion function, a pre-assigned function of the 

state variables and perhaps the cost of control. Its value is a meas

ure of system performance. If the value of the criterion function is 

determined primarily by the terminal state the process will be called 

a terminal control process, and if its value is determined by the 

whole sequence of states the process will be called a general control 

.process. 
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Any rule for making allowable control decisions; that is, any 

rule for adjusting parameters is termed a 11policy 11 • An optimal 

policy optimizes (maximizes or minimizes) the criterion function. 

The fun c tional equation governing the system is obtained by applying 

Bellman's Principle of Optimality [2]: 

An optimal policy has the property that 
whatever the initial state and initial 
decisions are, the remaining decisions 
must constitute an optimal policy with 
regard to the state resulting from the 
first decision. 

Assume that only the terminal state of the system is of inter-

est. The criterion function is some function of this terminal state, 

and a policy consists of a selection of N consecutive 

transformations T 1 , T 2 , · · · , TN' If the initial state of the system 

is y these transformations yield successively the states 

Yo = initial condition 

Y1 = T 1 (y 0) 

Y2 = T2(yl), 

(2-5) 
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It is assumed that the transformations are to be chosen to maximize 

Observe that if an optimal policy is employed the value of 

R (yN) is a function only of the initial state y and the number of 

transformations N. With this in mind a basic auxiliary function 

is defined as 

F (y) = 
n 

Max (2- 6) 

(T , T 2 , · · ·, T ) 
1 n 

where the maximum is taken over all possible sequences of allowable 

transformations and n = l, 2, • • • , N. F (y) is defined as the 
n 

n-stage return starting with an initial state y and using an optimal 

policy. In the literature F (y) 
n 

is also referred to as the n-stage 

yield or cost. 

Now the principle of optimality is employed to derive the 

functional equation. Let f be a vector whose components are the 

adjustable parameters, and let T (y, f) be the transformation of 

y corresponding to a particular choice of £. If the initial state 

of the system is y, then following some initial decision f the 

new system state is T(y, f). By definition the return or yield from 

the following (n-1) stages is Fn_ 1(T(y,f)). If the n-stage re-

turn is to be a maximum, f must be chosen so that 
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F (y) = 
n 

Max F n _ 1 ( T ( y, f)), 
f 

n=2,3,···,N, (2-7) 

where 

F 1 (y) = Max R(T(y, f)) 
f 

Of course the designer does not have complete freedom in the 

choice of f because all adjustable parameters have physical con

straints. Strictly speaking the constraint fC S, where S is a 

closed space containing all allowable vectors f, should always be 

written. 

In a manner similar to that employed for descriptive proces -

ses the problem has been imbedded within a family o'f more general 

problems. Originally it was desired to determine the optimal con

trol policy for a system starting with a particular initial state and 

subject to a particular number of transformations. Instead of solving 

the isolated problem a more general problem is solved in which the 

initial state and number of transformations are arbitrary. Thus, 

properties of the optimal policies associated with the members of a 

family of similar processes are deduced. 

Suppose now that the criterion function depends not only on the 

terminal state of the system but also upon intermediate states . Thuf:>, 

each control decision results in a contribution to the overall return. 

Let the contribution of a single state be r(y, f); that is, the contri

bution depends only upon the state and the control decision. 



If the system starts in the state y and an initial decision 

f is made the single stage return is r(y, f) and the new system 
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state is T(y,f). 

(n-1) stages is 

By definition the optimal return over the remaining 

F 1(T(y,£)); hence, the total return is 
n-

r(y,f) + F n-l (T(y)). If then-stage return is to be a maximum, f 

must be chosen so that 

F (y) 
n 

= Max[r(y,f) + F 1(T[y,fl)], n=2,3,--·N, 
£CS n-

(2-8) 

F 1 (y) = Max[ r ( y, f) + R ( T [ y, f] ) ] 
f C. s 

If it is assumed that the transformations and the criterion 

function are time dependent this can be denoted by the subscript k 

in Tk(y,f) and rk(y,f). Thus k must fix the time with respect 

to the initiation of the process if the iterative computation is to be 

valid. Accordingly, the total process duration is fixed at some value 

equal to N t:,.. Then the computation proceeds backwards by defining 

F (y) to be the return over the last n sta,ges of the process start
n 

ing in the state y and using an optimal policy. Then, 

Fn(y) = Max[rN-n(y,f) + Fn_ 1(TN-n[y,f])], n=2,3,· · · ,N, 
fC..S 

and (2-9) 

gives F n(y) as computed in terms of the return realizable in the 
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future. The subscripts in equation (2-9) refer to the time at which 

the functions are applicable. The process is completed at time 

equalto N. 

If the control process is stochastic rather than deterministic 

the transformation arising from a decision f is not known . Rather, 

the initial vector y is transformed into a stochastic vector z 

with an associated distribution function G/y, z), dependent upon 

u and the decision £. It is assumed that z is known after the 

decision is made and before the next stage. It is also agreed to 

evaluate a policy in terms of some average value of the criterion 

function. This will be called the II expected return 11 • 

F (y) is defined to be the expected n-stage return starting 
n 

with an initial state y and using an optimal policy. If an initial 
+oo 

decision f is made the expected return is &~y ,f)+F n-fz)] gjy,z)dz, 

where g/Y, z)dz = dG/y, z). Each possible return is weighted by 

its occurrence probability and averaged over all z. It follows that 

F (y) 
n 

+oo 
= Max S[r(y,f)+Fn_/z)] g/y, z)dz, 

fC.S -oo 

F 1 ( y) = Max r ( y, f) . 
f (.S 

n=2,3,···,N, 

(2-10) 

In the remaining text problems of the type discussed here will 

be presented. 
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For further details on this abstract point of view see Chapter 

III of [ 1] and [ 2] . 
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CHAPTER III 

SOLUTION OF TRAJECTORY PROBLEMS 

3. 0 Introduction 

Basic problems in the flight mechanics of missiles are ciftwo 

types. It is desired either to describe the trajectory arising from 

determining causes or to specify a trajectory which optimizes some 

criterion function. The first problem gives rise to descriptive proc

esses, the second gives rise to control processes. 

The first problem to be considered here is a descriptive proc

ess which permits analytic solution under simplifying assumptions. 

Following this a non-linear control process requiring a discrete 

formulation and r1achine solution will be considered. The descriptive 

process leads to a method for reducing the dimensionality of the con

trol process from three to two . In the discussion of these problems, 

a trajectory is confined to a single vertical plane. 

3. 1 Description of Uncontrolled Ballistic Trajectories 

In this chapter the problem of determining the range covered 

on a stationary, flat earth during the ballistic flight of a missle will 

be investigated. To permit an analytic solution the atmosphere will 

be disregarded and it will be assumed that the missile is subjected 
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only to a constant parallel, vertical gravitational field. The geome

try is illustrated in Figure 5 . 

y 

p 
V 

h 

g 
R(h,v,0) 

X 
X 

Figure 5. Geometry Describing a Simplified Trajectory. 

The goal of this process is to exhibit range as a result of 

determining causes. These are the components of the initial state 

vector. To formulate the problem, consider all variables which 

significantly affect the goal : 

x = horizontal coordinate 

h = altitude 

v = missile velocity 

0 = angle between the velocity vector and the horizontal 

T = remaining flight time 

g = gravitational constant 

t = time . 
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The range is independent of the initial value of x, since 

x serves only to reference the range to some origin. If it is 

assumed that the process duration T is sufficient to permit missile 

impact then the range is also independent of T. Time itself plays 

no significant role since there are no time dependent parameters. 

This leaves only h, v, 0, and g for consideration. 

Among these only g can induce unilateral changes in those remain-

ing. It follows that the state variables are h, v, and 0, and the 

sole parameter is g. 

The interaction between the state variables is given by the 

following differential equations: 

dh 
v sin 0, = dt 

dv 
-g sin0, ( 3 -1) - = dt 

d0 
-(g/v) cos 0 . = dt 

Now to proceed to determine the range R(h, v, 0) from an 

arbitrary state (h, v, 0) to impact. If the system starts in this 

arbitrary state and a small increment of time b. goes by, an 

increment of range of approximately b.v cos 0 is realized. The 

state variables undergo the following transformations: 



h(.6) = h + .6v sin 0 

v(.6) = v - .6gsin0, 

0(.6) = 0 - .6(g/v) cos 0 
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(3 - 2) 

This notation implies that (h[.6] , v[.6] , 0[.6]) is the state following 

(h, v, 0) after a small time lapse of .6. Causality then yields: 

R(h, v, 0) = .6v cos 0 + R(h+ .6v sin 0, v - .6g sin 0, 

0 - .6(g/v) cos 0). 

Expanding R in a Taylor Series about (h, v, 0), 

where 

R = .6 v cos 0 + R + .6 v s in 0 Rh - .6 g s in 0 R v 

- .6(g/v) cos 0 R 0 + 0(.6) , 

Rh= oR/ oh, 

R = oR/ ov, 
V 

R = aR/ae, 
0 

and 0(.6) contains higher order terms in .6. 

(3-3) 

(3-4) 

Now subtract R from both sides of the equation, divide by 

.6 and take the limit as .6 approaches zero. Since 

Lim 0(.6)/ .6 = 0 
.6-0 

( 3 -5) 
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the result is the following linear, first order, partial differential 

equation: 

v cos 0 = g sin 0 R v + ( g / v) cos 0 R 0 - v sin 0 Rh. (3-6) 

To solve this equation the method of characteristics dis -

cussed in [4] will be employed. First convert equation (3-6) to its 

associated system of ordinary differential equations: 

dv vd0 -dh dR 
gsin0 gcos0 vsin0 vcos0 

= = = (3 - 7) 

The first and third terms yield an equation whose general solution is: 

2 
h + v /2g = C 1 · (3-8) 

The first and second term yield: 

vcos0=C 2 , (3-9) 

and the second and fourth terms yield: 

(3-10) 

The three independent integrals of (3- 7) given by equations 

(3-8), (3-9), and (3-10) represent three families of integral surfaces 

of (3-6). For fixed values of c 1 , c 2 , and c 3 the three surfaces 

intersect to give a characteristic curve in 4-space. If arbitrary 



functional dependence is permitted, 

(3 - 11) 

The locus of the intersections generate a surface in 4-space which is 

an integral surface of equation (3-6). It follows that the general solu

tion of (3 - 6) is 

R = v 2/g cos 8 sin 8 + F(H+ v 2/2g, v cos 8) . (3-12) 

The form of the functional F can be determined by intro-

ducing the boundary condition 

R(O,v,8) =0, (3-13) 

for O _.::: 8 _.::: -rr/2. Substituting this condition into the general solu-

tion gives 

2 2 . 
F(v /2g, v cos 8) = -(v /g) cos 8 sm 8 . (3-14) 

If 
2 

y = V /2g and z=vcos8, 

F ( y, z ) = ( z / g) ~ 2 gy - z 2 , (3-15) 

since 8 is negative. It follows that 

2 
F(h+ v /2g, v cos 8) = (v/g)cos8 ~2gh+ v 2 sin8 , (3-16) 

and the range equation becomes 
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R(h,v,0) = (v 2/g)cos8sin8 + (v/g)cos8 ~2gh+v 2 sin8 (3-17) 

where rr/2 ~ 8 ~ - rr/2 . 

This s a me problem will now be solved by another method 

which will be exploited later to reduce dimensionality. If it is as-

sum e d that 0 = 0 only at the highest point P of the trajectory, 

this fa c t can be used to solve the problem in two steps. First the 

range and change in altitude to the point P can be determined as a 

function of the initial state (h, v, 0), where rr/ 2 ~ 8 ~ 0 . 

Because of the restriction on the shape of the trajectory, time 

can be eliminated from the equations of motion; and h can be 

treated as the independent variable. Thus equations(3-l) become: 

dv - = -gv 
dh 

(3-18) 
d8 2 

= -(g/v ) tan 8 
dh 

Since the right side of these equations is independent of h, the 

range and the change in altitude to point P depends only upon v 

and 0. 

Let D(v, 8) be the range to point P if the system starts 

in the state (h, v, 0). If an increment of altitude 6. is experienced, 

the system generates an increment of range 6./tan 0. The state 

variables v and 8 undergo the following transformations: 
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v(.6.) = v - .6.(g/v) , 
(3-19) 

It follow s that 

D(v, 0) 
2 

= .6./tan 0 + D[ v-.6.(g/v) , 0 - .6.(g/v tan 0)] . 

The corresponding partial differential equation is 

2 
(g/v)D v + (g/v tan 0)D 0 = 1/tan 0 , (3-21) 

and the equivalent system of ordinary differential equations is 

vdv 
2 = v tan 0 d0 = g tan 0 dD . (3-22) 

Proceeding as before the general solution is 

D = ( v 2 / g) cos 0 sin 0 + F ( v cos 0) , (3-23) 

where F is an arbitrary functional. 

F is determined by introducing the boundary condition 

D(v, 0) = 0. Substituting this condition in the general solution gives 

F(v cos 0) = 0. The solution satisfying the boundary condition is 

then 

D(v, 0) = (v 2/g) cos 0 sin 0 . ( 3 - 24) 

Now define A(v, 0) to be the change in altitude from the 
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initial state to P. The causal relationship is now 

A(v, 0) 
2 

= b,. + A(v-b.g/v, b.g/v tan 0); (3-25) 

hence, 

2 
(g/v)A v + (g/v tan 0)A 0 = 1 . ( 3 - 26) 

The equivalent system of ordinary differential equations is 

vdv 
2 = v tan 0 d0 = gdA, (3-27) 

and the general solution is 

2 
A = v /Zg + F(vcos0) . (3-28) 

The boundary condition applicable here is A(v, 0) = 0. This 

yields 

F(v) 
2 

= -v /Zg . (3-29) 

It follows that 

F(vcos0) = -(vcos0) 2/2g, (3-30) 

and the solution is 

(3-31) 

Finally, define V(v, 0) to be the velocity at P if the system 

starts in the state (v, 0). Since there are no horizontal forces, 

it is apparent that 
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V(v, 0) = vcos 0 . (3-32) 

The second step in solving this problem is to determine the 

range from the point P to impact. Let this range be E(h, v, 0). 

It is easily shown that 

E(h,v,O) = (v/g)~2gh . (3-33) 

The range can now be computed from an arbitrary initial 

state (h, v, 0) where 0 2 0 2 TT/2. Let the system state at P 

be (h , v , 0 ) ; then, as a function of the initial state 
p p p 

It follows that 

h = h + A(v, 0) = h +(v sin 0) 2 /2g, 
p 

v = V(v,0) = vcos0, 
p 

0 = 0. 
p 

R(h,v,0) = D(v, 0) + E(h , v , 0 ) . 
p p 

( 3 - 3 4) 

(3-35) 

On performing the indicated substitutions, equation (3-1 7) is rec on-

structed. 

It has been learned that this equation holds for TT/2 _::: 0 _::: -TT/2. 

An expression of this type is useful for guiding a miss 'ile to a pre-

scribed range. 
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The important observation to make concerning this method of 

solution is that the trajectory has been divided up into two sections, 

in each of which altitude varies monotonically. This property is used 

to treat the control process which follows. Although the assumption 

of monotonically varying altitude has simplified this problem, it will 

be pointed out in the next section that this assumption limits the ap

plication of the control policy that will be developed. The problem 

has been solved in terms of the important variables (h, v, 0); hence, 

the need for performing integrations with respect to time has been 

bypassed. 

3. 2 Control of One Class of Ballistic Trajectories 

In this section the problem of how to control ballistic trajec

tories of the type discussed in section 3.1 will be considered. 

The class of trajectories to be considered contains those 

trajectories in which altitude varies monotonically on both sides of 

the highest point of the trajectory. Many possible trajectories 

having local maximum altitudes are omitted from consideration. If 

a missile must re-enter the atmosphere it might be desirable for it 

to skip off of the atmosphere one or more times before beginning a 

monotonic descent. Such a problem could not be solved with the 

following approach. 

The specific problem to be considered is the following: 



What missile launch angle and permisstble 
angle of attack program yield a maximum 
horizontal range subject to terminal re
strictions on altitude and velocity? 

The launch angle is just the angle at which the missile is 

launched with respect to the local horizontal. The angle of attack 

is the angle between the missile's velocity vector and its body axis . 
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It is by commanding an angle of attack that a missile is maneuvered. 

An angle of attack gives rise to a lift or maneuver force normal to 

the missile's body axis and an axial or drag force. 

It is assumed that angle of attack is an adjustable parameter 

rather than a state variable. 1 As in the preceding problem it is 

assumed that the earth is flat and has a constant vertical gravitational 

field. 

To formulate the problem, all variables which significantly 

affect range must be introduced. These are: 

h altitude 

v missile velocity 

0 angle between velocity vector and horizontal 

T remaining flight time 

a angle of attack 

g gravitational constant 

f missile thrust, f = f(t) 

w missile weight, w = w(t) 

t time . 

1 This is equivalent to assuming a perfect autopilot. 
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Both f and w are dependent upon altitude and velocity, but it 

is assumed that this dependence is not significant . In addition, 

constraints w ill be introduced later. 

It is apparent that a, g, f, w, and t, are parameters since 

c hange s in any of these quantities induce unilateral changes in the 

remaini ng varia bles. Thus, h, v , 0 , and T are state variables. 

There are several quantities, such as atmospheric density and 

dynamic pressure, to which names and symbols can be assigned; 

however, these quantities all have a static dependence upon the pre

ceding variables. Their effect is to give rise to missile forces which 

can be accounted for by the following quantities: 

A = A( h, v, I a I) 

N = N(h,v, lal) 
(3-36) 

where A = axial drag force and N = lift force. 

h 

The forces acting on the missile are illustrated in Figure 6. 

y 

V 

w 

~--------------'------------- X 
X 

Figure 6. Missile Forces and Geometry 
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The interaction of the state variables is expressed by the 

following equations of motion: 

dh 
v sin 0 , = dt 

dv 
( g / w )[ ( f -A) c d s a - N s in a - w sin 0] , - = dt 

(3-37) 

d0 
(g/wv)[ (f-A) sin a + N cos a - w cos 0] , = dt 

dT 
-1 . = dt 

The constraints which must be observed are: 

N (h, v, I a I ) _::5 C 1 , a structural constraint , 

I a I .::: c2 , a control constraint , 

h(t + T) = h 
T 

(3-38) 

v(t + T) = VT 

h(O) = 0 , 

v(O) = 0 . 

The initial and terminal values of 0 will not be specified 

but will depend upon the optimal control policy. The total process 

duration (t + T) = T O is unknown and for the present can be thought 

of as a parameter. 
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The goal of the process is simply to maximize the change in 

x, the range, over the duration of the process subject to the sys-

tern constraints. A measure of the goal is the following criterion 

functional: 

TO 

J(a) = S v cos 0 dt, 

0 

a = a(t) . (3-39) 

Because of the time dependence and non-linearities in the 

equations of motion, any attempt to obtain an analytic solutionmust be 

abandoned: Instead, a discreteformulation of the process can be used. 

A discrete formulation prepares the problem for solution by a digital 

computer and it clears the way for a mathematically rigorous treat-

ment of the problem. As Bellman points out [ 2] both 

continuous and discrete formulations are approximations to the actual 

physical process; hence, one is concerned only with the value of 

either mathematical model rather than with the similarities between 

models. 

The computational problem is now considered. There are 

four state variables, h, v, 0, and T. The abstract discussion of 

time dependent control processes in Chapter II indicates that T 

can be delegated to the parameter set. To do so the total process 

duration must be fixed at some value T O and the computation 

carried out backward in time from the termination of the process. 



The computations must be repeated for each value of T O. 

procedure still leaves three state variables. 

Such a 

Suppose R (h, v, 0) is defined to be the maximum range 
n 

over the last n stages of the process if the system starts in the 

state (h,v,0). 
th 

At then stage R (h, v, 0) is computed in terms 
n 

Both functions should be stored in table form in 
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high speed storage. To carry out the computations, a range of vari-

ation is assigned to each state variable and only discrete values are 

chosen within each range. If the number of values h, v, and 0 

are respectively P, Q, and R, a computer storage capacity of 

2PQR is required. With the IBM 7094 computer this figure cannot 

exceed 60,000. It is apparent that a coarse grid is necessary and 

precision is lost. 

There are probably several ways to overcome the storage 

problem. Three methods come to mind. The problem can be solved 

with a coarse grid and the solution used to narrow the range of vari-

ation for each state variable. The solution can then be repeated with 

a finer grid and the new bounds of variation. Another method 

discussed in [ 5] employs successive approximations to reduce 

the dimensionality of the problem from three to one. A third very 

interesting method involves expansion in terms of a set of orthogonal 

functions and is discussed in [6] . All of these methods 

overcome the dimensionality problem at the expense of the increased 
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computer time . 

To avoid these approximation methods the dimensionality of 

the formulation must be reduced. This can be done under certain 

as s umptions. It frequently happens that the missile is uncontrolled 

or program controlled during the thrust phase of flight. This is 

done primarily to reduce induced drag and to thus maximize velocity 

at burnout. If this is the cas e , the thrust phase is a descriptive 

process which offers no computational problem. It is straightfor

ward to compute in a step - wise manner the system state at the end 

of thrust arising from prescribed initial conditions. Running through 

a set of initial launch angles gives a corresponding set of terminal 

conditions. These conditions serve as initial conditions for the re-

maining flight interval. 

It is assumed that the system equations are time dependent 

only during the thrust phase and that no control decisions have to be 

made during this interval. Let the range achieved at the end of 

thrust be C(0L) if the launch angle is 0L, and let the resulting 

system state be (h O, v O, 0 0 ). It is now possible to consider the 

simpler problem of maximizing the range if the system starts in the 

state (h O, v O, 0 0 ) and terminates in the state (hT, vT , 0) where 

0 is unspecified. 

To solve this problem the procedure described in the first 

section of this chapter can be used . First, the trajectory is divided 
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into two sections, in each of which altitude varies monotonically. 

The fact that 0 = 0 at P, the point of maximum altitude is used to 

carry out this division. 

Referring to Figure 7 assume that the maximum altitude 

1s specified (two possibilities are illustrated). Suppose that 

h 
p 

Dp(h O, v O, 00 ) is the maximum possible range if the system starts 

in the state (h , v, 0) where v is the only variable with a free 
p 

boundary condition. 

Because of the intimate relationship between range and veloc-

ity, a trajectory which maximizes range subject to boundary condi

tions must at the same time maximize terminal velocity. In other 

words, minimization of drag along a path satisfying boundary condi-

tions is implicit in the optimization procedure. This means that a 

maximum velocity V 
p 

can be associated with each h . 
p 

and D can be computed. 
p 

Both v 
p 

Suppose further that E(h , v , 0) 
p p 

is the maximum possible 

range if the system starts in the state (h , v , 0) and terminates 
p p 

in the state (h , v , 0), where 0 is unspecified. 
p p 

maximum overall range is 

Then, the 

(3-39) 

where the maximum is taken over all reasonable values of h , 
p 



h 

t _..,._.________ Time independent 

L----'-------'---------------....1.....---1.. _______ __J_ ___ ___JL____ X 
0 R2 R l 

Figure 7. Representation of a Class of T 'rajecto r ies . 



and R(0, 0, 8L) is the maximum range from the initial state 

(0, 0, 8L) to the terminal state (hT, vT, 8). The optimal launch 

angle is determined by maximizing R(0, 0, 8L) over all values of 
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The functional equation needed to carry out the computations 

can now be derived. The time dependence has been eliminated from 

the system equations by considering control only during the power-off 

portion of flight. Dimensionality is reduced by considering h as 

the independent variable. The equations of motion given in (3 - 37) 

become: 

dv 
dh = f(h, v, 8, a) 

d8 
dh = g(h, V' 8' a) ' 

(3-40) 

where the functional forms F(h, v, 8, a) and g(h, v, 8, a) have been 

adopted for simplicity. 

First consider the problem of maximizing range from maxi-

mum altitude hp to the terminal state (hT, vT, 8) where 8 is 

unspecified. For this problem the criterion function expressed in 

(3-38) has the equivalent form 

hT 

J(a) = s cot 8 dh. 
h , 

p 

(3-41) 
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Since equations (3-40) are altitude dependent, the problem must 

be solved in the same manner as a time dependent problem. That is, 

the terminal altitude is fixed and the computation proceeds backward. 

Continuing the problem with a discrete formulation, let 

where N > K. If N = K the problem is 

simplified but much the same. Now, 

N-K 

J(aK+ l' aK+2' ... 'aN) = -I cot 0N -n~' 

n=l 

(3 -42) 

where the notation implies that J is a function of the sequence of 

Equations (3-40) become 

v 1 = v + .6-f(h , v , 0 , a ) , 
n+ n n n n n 

( 3 -43) 

en+ l = 0 + ~(h , v , 0 , a ) , n n n n n 

and the constraints become 

N(h , v , I a j) < Cl ' n n n 

I a I < c2, n 

~ = hT' 

~ = h 
p 

0N = 0 
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The important observation is now made that if an optimal 

policy is employed the value of J is a function only of the initial 

state (h ,v,O). To solve this problem it must be imbedded in a 
p 

more general problem in which the initial state at some intermediate 

altitude is arbitrary. This state is denoted by (h, v, 0). 

Define the basic auxiliary functional as 

n 

E (v, 0) = 
n 

Max [ l cot 0/~] 

(aKtl' aK+2' ... 'aKtn) i=l 

(3 -44) 

where E (v, 0) is the range over the last n stages if at the alti
n 

tude (Ktn).6. the system is in the state (v, 0) and if an optimal 

sequence of decisions (aK+l' aK+Z' · · ·, aKtn) is made. 

Assume that at some discrete altitude denoted by (Kt n).6. 

the system state (v, 0) and the decision a is made. After an 

incremental change .6. in altitude the system is in a new state 

[ v(.6.), 0(.6.)] If an optimal sequence of decisions is made over the 

remaining (n-1) stages, the range over these stages is 

by definition. If a is not chosen indiscrimi-

nately, but chosen to maximize range over the last n stages then 

E (v, 0) 
n 

where 

= Max [-.6.cot 0 + En_ 1(v[.6.], 0[.6.])] , 
ac_S 

v(.6.) = v + .6f(Ktn).6., v, 0, a), 

0(.6.) = 0 + .6.g(Ktn).6., y, 0, a), 

( 3 -45) 
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and S is the set of all permissible a which satisfy the constraints 

N[(K+n)L::., v, lal] < cl' 

I al < C 2 

In addition only negative 0 satisfying O ~ 0 ~ -'Tr /2 are permitfed. 

Note that equation (3 -45) is a mathematical statement of the 

principle of optimality. By solving this equation iteratively the 

problem is solved; however, a starting point must be established. 

This is provided by the single stage process. Since the terminal 

velocity is constrained, only those states (v, 0) for which it is 

possible to satisfy this terminal constraint after an incremental 

change L::. in altitude can be considered. It follows that 

E 1 (v, 0) = -L::.cot 0 , ( 3, -46) 

where v and 0 satisfy 

VT= v+.6f([K+l]l::., v, 0, a). (3-47) 

Once E 1 (v, 0) and the associated decision a 1 (v, 0) have 

been solved for over the permissible range of v and 0, equa

tion (3-45) is employed to solve for E 2 (v, 0) and a 2 (v, 0), E 3 (v, 0) 

and a3 (v, 0), and so on. At each stage the velocity range can be 

extended if the added velocities, after an incremental change in 
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altitude, are transformed into values contained in the velocity range 

of the preceding stage. 

At any stage computations have to be made for small 0. 

Since cot0 behaves badly in a region about 0 = 0, this linear 

approximation for an increment of range is inadequate. A much bet-

ter approximation can be obtained with 

E (v, 0) 
n 

\I 2 2 zl 
= Max [-( ~0 +2g.6( N -w ]/wv - I 0 I )wv / g[N-w] 

aCS 
(3 -48) 

for small 0. This incremental range approximation is derived in 

Appendix II. 

At any stage n, the value of E (v, 0) is of special inter
n 

est. This is the optimal range from maximum al ti tude to the termi-

nal state corresponding to the initial state ((K+N)~, v, 0). The 

accumulated information can be arranged as in Table 1. 

Table 1. Record of En(v, 0) for Specified Terminal Altitude and 
Terminal Velocity. 

Maximum Altitude h 
p 

= (K+n) 

n 1 2 r 

vl El 1 El2 . ' . Elr 

v2 E21 E22 .. E2r 

V E 
sl 

E 
s2 

E 
s sr 
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To maximize the range from the state (h O, v O, 0 0 ) to 

maximum altitude, define 

N-1 

J (an - U' an - U + 1 ' . . . ' aN - 1) = I .6. cot 0 n ' 

n=U 

(3 -49) 

where Here J is the value of the 

range from the initial altitude U.6. to maximum altitude N.6. if the 

sequence of decisions (aN-U' aN-U+l' · · ·, aN_ 1) is made. 

For this case the auxiliary functional is 

N:.1 

D(v,0)= 
n Max I .6.cot 0 r 

( aN · aN 1 ' · · · ' aN 1 ) -n, -n+ - •r-n 

(3-50) 

where D (v , 0) is the maximum range over the last n stages if 
n 

at the altitude (N -n).6. the system is in the state (v, 0) and if an 

optimal sequence of decisions is made. Employing the principle of 

optimality, 

where 

and 

D (v, 0) 
n 

= Max [ .6.cot 0 + D n- l (v[.6.], 0[.6.] )] , 
aC S 

v(.6.) = v -t b.fl (N-n.6.}, v, 0, a] , 

0(.6) = 0 + b.g[(N--n).6., v, 0, a] 

(3-51) 

Here 0 satisfies rr/2 2: 0 2: 0. For small 0 the approximation 

derived in Appendix II can again be used. 

The single stage process is defined by 

l 
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(3-52) 

where only those values of v and 0 which satisfy 

o = e + .6g([N-1] b., v, e, a), (3-53) 

and 0 > 0 can be considered . It is reasonable to limit the range of 

0 to small values for the first stage . 

It is likely that more than one set of initial states (h 0 , v O, 0 0 ) 

will be of interest. Such a set can be associated with each fixed 

control program employed during the thrust phase. Let h = Ub. 
0 

be the lowest altitude contained in the sets of interest and let y. 
1 

refer to the set (h., v., 0 . ). Then the iterative computation of (3-51) 
1 1 1 

is carried out until n = N - U. At any iteration if a set y. 
1 

can be 

associated, D(y.) = D(h . , v . , 0.) is recorded. The computations 
1 1 1 1 

are repeated for several values of h 
p 

and the following table of 

pertinent information is compiled (Table 2): 

Table 2. Record of D (v , 0) for Specified Initial State y .. 
n 1 

Maximum Altitude h = (Utn)b. 
p 

l 2 r 

Y1 Dl 1 Dl2 Dlr 

Y2 D21 D22 . . D2r 

yn D . . D 
nl nr 
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Following the pattern of the descriptive process the velocity 

at maximum altitude arising from an initial state y. and an optimal 
1 

control policy can be determined . This velocity is a maximum for 

the prescribed boundary conditions. 

Accordingly let V (v, 0) be the velocity after n 
n 

stages if 

at the altitude (N-n).6. the system is in the state (v, 0) and if an 

optimal control policy is employed. Then, 

V (v, 0) 
n = Max Vn-l (v[.6.], 0[.6.]). 

aCS 

The single stage process is 

V / v, 0) = v + .6.f [ (N - 1 ) .6., v, 0 , a] , 

where 0 = 0 + .6.g[(N-1).6., v, 0, a] , 

and 0 > 0 

The iterative computation of (3-54) is carried out until 

n = K; then the computations are repeated for a range of 

results of these computations can be tabulated as follows: 

Table 3. Record of V (v, 0) for Specified Initial y .. 
n 1 

Maximum Altitude h = (V+n) 
p 

n 1 2 

yl V 11 V 12 V lr 

Yz v21 v22 v2r 

. 

yn V 
nl 

V 
n2 

V 
nr 

h. 
p 

(3-54) 

(3-55) 

(3-56) 

The 
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An important aspect of the maximization procedure is that the 

presence of constraints simplifies the computations. The more con-

straints, the smaller the allowable choice of a and the more rapid 

the numerical search. Usually an optimal initial decision a in an 

n-stage process is similar to that for an (n+l)-stage process, given 

the same initial state. Hence, the computer need only search the 

neighborhood of the previously determined policy. Computational 

aspects of dynamic programming are discussed in [6] ·. 

Sufficient information is now available to solve the problem. 

Given an initial state y . , the maximum range corresponding to 
1 

each value of n in Table 2 is determined . In corresponding 

positions in Table 3 the resulting velocities are determined. Thus, 

the state y. is transformed to (h , v , 0). 
1 p p 

For each pair of 

values (h ,v ), 
p p 

(hT, vT, 0). 

Table 1 gives the range to the terminal state 

H R(0, 0, 0L) is defined to be the total maximum range, 

then 

= C(0L) + Max[D ( h., v., 0.) + E(h , v , 0)] 
h p 1 1 1 pp 

(3-56) 

p 

and the optimal value of 0 L maximizes 

The remaining problem is to implement the optimal control 

policy. One of two philosophies can be followed: feedback can be 

exploited or a particular sequence of decisions can be programmed. 
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It is important to remember that the mathematical model 

employed to describe the process is not perfect. After executing a 

decision the resulting state is not exactly the predicted state. Thus, 

if a predetermined sequence of decisions based only upon the initial 

state and incremental changes in altitude is carried out, error ac

cumulates. As a consequence, the terminal conditions are not satis

fied simultaneously. If precision is not of prime intent, this is the 

simplest procedure for implementation. Since complete knowledge 

of a(h, v, 0) is available, the original control process can be con

verted to a purely descriptive process and the policy can be pre

determined as a function of the initial conditions. An initial state 

(h O, v O, 00 ) is specified and the initial decision a(h O, v O, 00 ) 1s 

looked up. Using the discrete form of equation (3-40) the next state 

is computed. The optimal decision for this state is looked up and 

the succeeding state computed. These computations are continued 

until the process is completed . The resulting sequence of decisions 

can be programmed. 

Thus, a purely descriptive (or open loop) process is con

structed which has no ability to detect error. It can only be hoped 

that the chosen mathematical model is realistic so that the accumu

lated error is small. 

If precision is important, feedback must be exploited. This 

is accomplished by executing an optimal decision based upon the 
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actual existing state of the system. Thus, provisions must be made 

for implementing the function a(h, v, 0) for any state (h, v, 0) 

the system might find itself in. Implementing control policies is a 

complex problem in itself. Conceptually, the simplest method is to 

store a(h, v, 0) in a grid for immediate use. With advances in 

micro-miniature circuitry and the utilization of logical design tech

niques, implementing optimal control of many variable systems may 

become feasible in the near future . 



CHAPTER IV 

AN APPROACH TO TERMINAL NAVIGATION 

4 . 0 Introduction 

To satisfy the performance requirements of a homing or 

command-homing missile a means of navigation is required which 

efficiently utilizes the acceleration capability of a missile. To do 
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this it is necessary to eliminate needless missile maneuvers, counter

act error early in flight, and minimize the time required to counter

act error . 

Present guidance techniques favor proportional navigation, 

where the system's commanded acceleration is proportional to the 

rate of rotation of the tracking angle [9]. Some of the deficiencies 

in proportional navigation are listed: 

a. Disturbances such as reference error, launch error 

and target evasion lead to corrective accelerations 

which are sustained over the whole flight interval. For 

constant target evasion the corrective acceleration 

increases to a maximum at the end of flight. This 

maximum is more than twice the magnitude of the 

evasive acceleration of the target. Since the acceleration 
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capability of a missile is usually a decreasing function of 

flight time, it will frequently happen that insufficient 

acceleration capability exists during the terminal maneu

ver and a large miss occurs. 

b. Inherent dynamic characteristics of the system, such as 

missile velocity variation, are interpreted by the con

troller as an equivalent target evasion. As a consequence 

the missile maneuvers needles sly, it experiences exces-

sive induced drag and the probability of a large miss is 

increased. 

c. The gravitational force acting on the missile is generally 

overcome by an acceleration command bias. Three un

desirable effects arise from this practice: the bias 

gives rise to induced drag; it decreases the effective 

upward acceleration capability of the missile; and it 

induces a secondary bias by causing asymetrical clipping 

of noise. 

d. The system is highly sensitive to drift in the measure -

ment of the tracking angle. Drift can lead to miss dis -

tances which are greater than those arising from target 

evasion. 
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e. A missile utilizing proportional navigation is denied 

targets which are prey for missiles with the same 

configuration but with a more intelligent controller. 

It is the intention to present a system which in principle 

overcomes or minimizes the preceding deficiencies. 

Since system details are of secondary importance in this 

treatment of guidance they are delegated to Appendix III. There 

the generalized navigation equation used in the following text is de-

rived. 

Homing guidance is one more example of a multi-stage de-

cision process. At each instant the controller must determine, from 

available knowledge of the system state, the optimal command to 

minimize the terminal miss. Conveniently, the mathematical model 

used to describe the process yields a closed form solution for the 

optimal policy. 

For a comparison of the approach here to that of final v~lue 

control theory the reader is referred to [7] and [8]. 

4. 1 A General Formulation and Solution 

Using the formulation of dynamic programming consider the 

problem of minimizing the terminal value of I YI for a system 

described by the differential equation 
' 
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Gy = Ge (t) + e(t) - L(t)f(t), (4-1) 

where I f(t)I ~ 1 . This equation is derived in Appendix III. It de

scribes the relative target - missile ordinate y when the inherent 

characteristics of the system give rise to a known time function c(t) 

and an unknown time function e(t). The quantity L(t) is related to 

the corrective acceleration capability of the missile and f(t) is the 

fractional command of this capability. The linear operator G de -

scribes the time response of the missile's autopilot. For a perfect 

autopilot G = 1 and for an autopilot with a first order lag 

G = 1 tµd/dt, where µ is the time constant. 

The derivation of equation ( 4-1) is based upon linearizing as

sumptions which are valid only if the missile launch station has rea

sonable knowledge of the optimal launch angle . This implies that it 

has an estimate of the total flight time. Let this estimate be T. 

The problem then is to choose f(t), subject to its constraint, so 

that I y(T) I is minimized. 

First assume that the controller is unable to deduce any 

properties of e(t). The controller is designed on the assumption 

that e(t) = 0 and the perturbing effects of non-zero e(t) are 

evaluated later. Thus the system is described by 

G y = Ge (t) - L(t)f(t), I f(t) I < 1. ( 4-2) 
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Observe that the system state is completely specified at an 

arbitrary time s by the values of y(s), y(s), · · ·, y(n)( s) and the 

duration of the process (T-s). Here it is assumed that the highest 

order derivative of y , determined by G, is (n+l). The n 

state variables and the time imply on (n+l)-dimensional problem if 

the problem is handled as in Chapter III. Fortunately, the number of 

varibales can be reduced to two if equation (4-:2) is lineari z ed. 

Define the linear operator 

and the function 

d 2 2 
H = G I dt ' 

h(t) = G c(t) . 

Equation (4-2) can now be expressed in the following operational 

form: 

Hy = h(t) - L(t)f(t), lf(t)I < 1. 

If the values of the state variables are singled out at time 

s the solution of this equation is expressed as follows: 

t 
y(t) = g(t, s) + s K(t, T)[h(1") - L(T)f(T)] dT, (4-3) 

s 

t > s. 

The function g(t, s) is the solution of Hy = 0 which satisfies the 
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initial conditions at time s. The integral expresses the solution in 

terms of the known impulse response K(t, T) and the forcing func-

tion h(t) - L(t)f(t) . 

The aim here is to minimize I y(t) I starting the process 

in some known state at time t = O. Since the miss distance is a 

function of the control policy f(t) employed over the flight interval 

(O,T), the criterion functional to be minimized is 

J(f) = ly(T)I' f = f(t). 

To solve this problem it is imbedded in a more general problem in 

which J(t) is to be minimized starting at an arbitrary time s. 

If t is replaced by T in equation (4-3), 

T 
J(f) = IM - s K(T' Tµ.,(T)f(T)dTI' 

s 

where 
T 

M = g(T,s)+ s K(T,'T)h(T)dT. 
s 

The variable M is the miss distance which would result if there 

was no correction. It is completely specified by the system state at 

time s. Thus, the · n state variable can be replaced by the single 

state variable M since both contain identical information as far as 

I y(T) I is concerned. 
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Accordingly, the auxiliary function is defined to be 

F(M, s) = Min J(f) 
!f(t)l~1 

It is required that F(M, s) satisfy the boundary condition 

F(M, T) = I Ml . 

The functional equation for the process can now be derived. 

If the system is in the state M at time s and a decision f is 

made, after a small increment of time 6., M is transformed into 

a new state M(6.) satisfying 

Ss+6. 
M(6.) = M - K(T; :T)L(T)f(T)dT 

s 

~ M-6.K(T, s)L(s)f. 

By definition, the miss distance arising from this state and 

an optimal policy is F[M-6.K(T, s)L(s)f, s+6.] If the initial deci-

s1on f is to be optimal it is required that 

F(M, s) = • Min F[M-6.K(T, s)L(s)f, s+6.] . 
If I < 1 

Expanding the right side in a Taylor Series, 
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F(M, s) = Min [ F(M, s)'-'AK(T, s)L(s)fF M+&' s +0(l~)] , 
If j <l 

where FM= 8F/8M, F = aF/as, 
s 

and 0(t.) contains higher 

order terms in t.. Subtracting F(M, s) from both sides, dividing 

through by t. and letting t. approach zero gives 

Min [F -K(T, s)L(s)fF M] = 0, 
If I~ 1 s 

(4-4) 

with F(M, T) = I Mj . 

For systems of interest K(T, s) is a positive function of 

s in the interval (0, T). The function L(s) is certainly positive. 

It is apparent then that the minimum of the bracketed expression 

occurs if 

f = sgnF M' 

Equation ( 4-4) can now be written as 

(4-5.) 

or alternatively, . 

F s - K(T, s)L(s)F M = 0, 

F s + K(T, s)L(s)F M = 0, 
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Before solving these equations it is possible to deduce some 

properties of the expected solution. If at some time s the uncon-

trolled miss I Mi is sufficiently large, maximum corxection ac-

celeration exerted over the remaining flight interval is insufficient to 

reduce the terminal miss to zero. However, the terminal miss will 

be a minimum and the optimal control -policy is unique. On the other 

hand, if at some time s the uncontrolled miss is sufficiently small 

there should be many optimal control policies which will guarantee a 

zero terminal miss. That is, the missile can exert corrective ac-

celeration early in the flight, late in flight, or in some other manner. 

The solution to equation (4-4) should have these properties. 

Following the solution of equation ( 4-4) the control criterion 

will be modified to yield directly a unique control policy which is 

satisfactory. 

For the case FM< 0, equation (4-5) becomes 

F -K(T, s)L(s)F = 0, 
s m 

( 4-6) 

and its associated system of ordinary differential equations is 

ds = -dM/K(T, s)L(s) = dF/ O. 

Two independent solutions of this system are : 

F=G 
Isu(s) 

M + K(T, T)L(T)dT = 
v(s) 
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where either v(s) = s , u(s) = C or u(s) = s, v(s) = C . The 

constant C has to be determined. The general solution is then 

u(s) 

F = Q[M + s K(T, T)L(T)dT] , _ 
v(s) · 

where Q is an undetermined functional. 

Q is determined by introducing the boundary condition 

F(M, T) = I Ml. This can be satisfied only if v(T) = u(T) = T and 

Q(x) = I xi. It follows that C = T and 

T 
F(M, s) = IM+ S K(T, T)L(T)dT I 

s 

or 
T 

F(M, s) = IM - S K(T, T)L(T)dT I. (4-7) 
s 

Since the solution is applicable only if FM> 0 it is re

quired that 

T 
FM = sgn (M ± s K(T, T)L(T)dT) = + 1 . 

Now determine F 
s 

s 

T 
F s = + [ K(T, s)L(s)] sgn (M -f. s K(T, T)L(T)dT) 

s 

= + K(T, s)L(s). 
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If the solution is to satisfy ( 4-6) the form of ( 4- 7) must be chosen. It 

follows that 

F = +K(T, s)L(s) , 
s 

and 
T 

M > s K(T, T)L('T)dT. 
s 

Now consider the case FM< 0 and F s + K(T, s)L(s)F M = 0. 

In a similar manner it is deduced that 

where 

and 

T 

F(M, s) = IM+ S K(T, T)L(T)dT I , 
s 

F = -1 M ' 

F = -K(T, s)L(s) , 
s 

M <-f K(T, T)L(T)dT . 
s 

There remains to consider FM= 0. From equation (4-4) 

it is noted that the choice of f is arbitrary. By definition, 

T 
F(M, s) = Min IM "" S K(T, T)L(T)f(T)dT I . 

lf(t)l<l s 

If F = 0 
M 

then F(M, s) is independent of M. This is possible 
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only if 

T 
M = s K(T, T)L(T)f(T)dT, (4-8) 

s 

in which case F(M, S) = 0. Any policy f(T) which satisfies equa 

tion (4-8) will do. 

If M satisfies equation (4-8) it can be said that 

T 

I Ml < s K(T' T)L(T)dT. 
s 

The controller need not worry about satisfying equation 

(4-8) since an arbitrary policy will eventually lead the system to a 

state satisfying 

T 
I Ml = s K(T' T)L(T)dT, so> s . 

so 

At this time the policy becomes determinate that is, 

f = sgn M, 

and equation (4-8) is automatically satisfied. 

The complete solution is then 

T T 
F(M, s) = I Ml - S K(T, T)L(T)dT, I Ml > S K(T, T)L(T)dT, 

s s . 

F(M, s) = 0 
T 

I Ml .:: s K(T' T)L(T)dT. 
s 



The optimal control policy which yields this solution is : 

f = sgn M, 

f arbitrary 

T 

I Ml > s K(T' T)L(T)dT' 
s 

T 

I Ml ~ s K(T' T)L(T)dT. 
s 
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It was stated earlier that one requirement for efficient con-

trol is to counteract error early in flight. Since f is arbitrary 

for a certain range of M, in this range f can be chosen to satis-

fy this performance requirement. The resulting policy is: 

f = sgn M, !Ml> 0, 

f = 0, M = 0. 

Though uniqueness has not been proved, one could hardily 

expect to discover a simpler one than the one presented. 
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APPENDIX I 

A NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 

In Chapter I forcing function control of a first order process 

was discussed. In the discrete formulation the N th stage return 

was defined as 

and the optimal control policy was deduced: 

f = -L sgn y, 

f = -y( l -a6.)/ 6., 

The solution for F N(y) is the following: 

where 

and S =S +D.R 
m+l m m 

The subscript k is determined from 



where u 1 = 1-all., 

and V = V + Li.U 
m+l m m 

In the continuous formulation the return at time = T was 

defined as 

I I -aT/ -aT Tz2 F(y , T) = y (1-e ) a-(e +aT-1)(.Lfa ), 

where and 

If T > TO then 

A numerical solution will be carried out for both cases. 

Consider process durations of N > K and T > T O to guarantee 

sufficient time to drive the error to zero. For convenience choose 
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Li. = 0. 1 , a = 1 , and L = 1 . In the following table the coefficients 

of F N(y) will be generated recursively. 
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Table I-1. Coefficients Required for Computations of F N(y) and 
F(y, T): b = 1, L = 1, ~ = 0. 1. 

T K=T/~ Uk Vk=Rk Sk IYkl IYTI R(T) S(T) 

0. l l . 900 1. 00 0 0. 11 0. 11 0.95 0.05 
0. 2 2 . 810 1. 90 0. 10 0. 23 0. 22 1. 81 0. 19 
0.3 3 . 7 29 2. 71 0. 29 0. 37 0.35 2.59 0.41 
0.4 4 . 656 3.44 0.56 0.52 0.49 3.30 0. 70 
0.5 5 . 591 4. 10 0. 91 0.69 0 . 65 3.93 1. 07 
0.6 6 . 531 4.69 1. 31 0.88 0.82 4 . 51 1. 49 
0 .7 7 . 478 5. 22 1. 7 8 1. 09 1. 01 5. 03 1. 97 
0.8 8 . 431 5. 70 2.31 1. 32 1. 23 5. 51 2.49 
0.9 9 . 387 6. 13 2.87 1. 58 1. 46 5. 93 3. 07 
1. 0 10 . 349 6.51 3.49 1. 87 1. 7 2 6.32 3.68 
1. 1 11 . 314 6.86 4. 14 2. 19 2. 00 6.67 4 . 33 
1. 2 12 . 282 7. 18 4.82 2. 54 2.32 6.99 5.01 
1. 3 13 . 254 7.46 5.54 2. 93 2.67 7. 27 5.73 
1. 4 14 . 229 7. 7 1 6. 29 3.37 3.06 7.53 6. 47 
1. 5 15 . 206 7.94 7.06 3.86 3. 48 7.77 7. 23 

In Table I-1 the value of I yk I satisfies 

For comparative purposes R(T) and S(T) have been 

evaluated where these quantities satisfy 

F(y, T) = IYI R(T)~-LS(T)~; 

hence, 

R(t) = ( 1-e -aT )/ a~, 

-aT / 2 S(t) = (e +aT-1) a ~-
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It follows then that 

and 

The quantity 
T 

= E -1 is that value of \y\ which satisfies 

T 0 = (1/a)log(l+a/L\y\), 

where TO = K.6.. 

Thus, 
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APPENDIX II 

APPROXIMATIONS TO IMPROVE COMPUTATIONAL PRECISION 

In Chapter III it is necessary to compute incremental changes 

5 in range arising from incremental changes t::,. in altitude. If 

0 (the angle between the velocity vector and the horizontal) is large, 

an adequate approximation is 

5 = t::,.cot 0 . 

However, as 0 approaches zero 5 increases without limit; hence, 

the approximation is invalid. In this appendix is derived another ex-

pression for 5 which is applicable if 0 is small. 

From equations (3 -37) 

:: - (g/ wv 2sin0)[(f-a)sin a+ N cos a] -g cot 0/v 2 ; 

and if 0 and a are small, 

d 9 = (g/v 2)(N-w)/w0 . 
dh 

(II-1) 

(II- 2) 

Assume that over an incremental change in altitude the velocity re -

mains constant . Integrating equation (II- 2) from a small angle to 

another small angle 0 1 , where 0 > 0 1 , gives 



0~ = 0 2 + (2g/wv)(N-w)h. 
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(II- 3) 

Here h is a small change in altitude which has the sign of 0. The 

angle 0 1 also has the same sign as 0 . 

If equation (II-3) is substituted into the following equation; 

6 h h r dx = r cot0 1hd A=< r (l/0 1)dh, 
Jo Jo Jo (II-4) 

and the integration is carried out, the result is 

2 ~ 2 2 6 = ±(wv 1/ g[N -w] )(0 + 2gh[N -w] / wv - I 0 I ) . (II-5) 

Here sgn 6 = sgn 0 

and h = t.sgn 6 . 



APPENDIX III 

DERIVATION OF THE NAVIGATION EQUATION FOR A HOMING 
MISSILE SYSTEM 

In this appendix the linearized navigation equation employed 

in Chapter IV will be derived. To minimize complexity the target 
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and the missile will be constrained to move in a single vertical plane . 

Motions in this plane are referred to the initial line of sight. The 

fallowing variables will be used : 

V missile velocity 
m 

VT target velocity 

R missile-target range 

a- tracking angle 

r angle between missile velocity vector and reference 

0 angle between target velocity vector and reference 

<j> angle between the reference and the horizontal 

g gravitational constant 

t time 

The geometry is illustrated in Figure III-1. 
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y 

V 
m 

(x, y) 

CT 

Figure III-1. Missile -ta1 \ get Geometry. 

It is convenient to construct an orthogonal coordinate system 

whose axes translate in the plane under consideration. The origin 

remains coincident with the missile 1 s center of gravity and the X-axis 

remains parallel to the reference . 

If (x, y) are the coordinates of the target in this translating 

system, then 

2 2 2 
R = X + y 

The miss distance will be defined to be that value of y 

when x = 0. 

To linearize the navigation equation refer the missile and 

target trajectories to straight line trajectories selected to minimize 

the angular deviations which occur during the angular deviations which 

• 
occur during flight. These r .eference trajectories are illustrated in 
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Figure III-2. The angles made with the reference by the missile and 

target reference trajectories at the initiation of the process are re-

spectively r 0 and 0 0 . 

Now define the deviation angle 

'{ = 

A = 0 - 0 
0 

Throughout flight it is assumed that '{, A, and also CJ", are small. 

Reference Missile 
Trajectory 

Missile 

Optional Missile Trajectory 
(Ballistic) 

1/T 

Target 

Intercept 
at Time T 

Assumed Target 
Trajectory 

Reference 

Figurell!-2 . Reference Trajectories. 

From Figure III-1 , 

V COS r, 
m 

(III-1) 
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Replacing 0 and r by their preceding definitions and employing 

small angle approximations gives : 

(III- 2) 

y = v Ts in 0 0 -v ms in r O + Av T cos 0 0 - '{V m cos r O. 

The first equation of (III- 2) is useful for obtaining an esti-

mate of the total flight time. If the initial range is x O, 

ma tion for the flight time is that value of T for which 

T 

x O + )
0 

(vTcos0 O-vmcosr O)dt = O. 

an approxi-

(III- 3) 

A more exact method is to compute the missile I s flight time over 

ballistic trajectories to a discrete set of space points. This informa-

tion a:tid associated laqnch angles can be stored for immediate use. 

If the target's motion is predicted it is possible to specify the flight 

time and the missile launch angle. 

Now differentiate the second equation of (III-2) with respect 

to time. This gives, 

.. 
y = - yv m cos r O - yv m cos r 0 (III-4) 

Some of the terms in this equation may be negligible . For example, 
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if the missile and target deviate slightly from the reference trajec -

tories the terms yvm cos ro and are small. If the 

target velocity is constant the term vTsin e0 can be neglected . 

Those terms which are significant may not be predictable; however, 

a reasonable knowledge of V 
m 

and is assumed. 

The missile's trajectory is controlled by exerting forces on 

the missile which induce changes in the deviation angle y . Let the 

maximum acceleration arising from these control forces be N(t), 

and let f(t) denote the fractional command of this maximum capa-

bility . Then, if a is the induced acceleration and G the dif-
m 

ferential operator expressing the missile's response to the forces, it 

follows that 

Ga = N(t)f(t), 
m 

If (t) I < i. (III- 5) 

If the control forces are exerted normal to the missile's 

velocity vector 

a = v 'I - g cos (rt <j>), 
m m 

(III-6) 

where g cos (rt<j>) is the acceleration normal to the velocity vector 

arising from the earth's gravitational force. If the control forces 

are exerted normal to the reference then 

a = v 'I cos r + v sin r - g cos <j>. 
m m m 

(III- 7) 
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Solve for v '( in equation (III-6) and substitute the result 
m 

into (III- 4). Then 

y = m(t) - am cos r O , (III-8) 

where m(t) = g cos (r+cj>)cos r O - '(V m cos r O 

Performing the operation G on both sides of equation (III-8) and 

introducing equation (III-5) gives 

Gy = Gm(t) - N(t)f(t) cos r O . 

Now if equation (III- 7) is solved for 

operation applied, the result is 

Gy = Gn(t)-N(t)f(t), 

To deduce n(t) we assume that 

V '( 
m 

(III- 9) 

and the same 

(III-10) 

( III- 11) 

The occurrence of '( in both m(t) and n(t) is regarded 

as a perturbation rather than a means of control. Its influence here 

is overshadowed by its direct influence in vm '( . 
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., 

The general navigation equation which incorporates both 

methods of control is the following: 
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Gy = Gc(t) + e(t) - L(t)f(t) . (III-12) 

The terms c (t) and L(t) are determined by the control mode and 

e(t) is a perturbing function arising from the unpredictable compo

nents of m(t) or n(t). 
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